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RAVENSDEN PARISH GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE PLAN 2020
Introduction
The Ravensden Parish Green Infrastructure (GI) Plan is one of more than 40 parish and town GI plans to
have been produced across Bedfordshire.
The production of the Ravensden Parish GI Plan has been funded through the Ravensden Neighbourhood
Plan and facilitated by Bedfordshire Rural Communities Charity (BRCC).
The production of the GI Plan was requested by Ravensden Parish Council both to be a valuable tool in its
own right as a planning document, and to inform policies and objectives in the emerging Ravensden
Neighbourhood Plan.
BRCC was appointed to facilitate the production of this Plan as it is a charity that works with local
communities and landowners to conserve and enhance the landscape, wildlife and history in this area. At
the heart of BRCC’s work is the belief that the best results are achieved by empowering local communities,
giving them a say in issues that affect them. BRCC has over 60 years of experience in community
development support and facilitating community consultation; and has 20 years’ experience of planning and
delivering green infrastructure projects in Bedfordshire.
The need for GI Planning has been identified at all levels, from central government, through regional bodies
(the East of England Regional Spatial Strategy and the Milton Keynes and South Midlands Sub-Regional
Strategy), to County and District levels. The Bedfordshire and Luton Strategic GI Plan was produced in
2007 by the Bedfordshire & Luton Green Infrastructure Consortium. Parish and Town GI Plans are a
valuable tool for planners, committees, developers and communities themselves. They can help inform
important decisions and help local people identify what is important to them, and what they would like to
happen in the future. Parish and Town GI Plans have been used to support funding bids, helping people
make important improvements to their local environment, and they also provide a snapshot of the local
environment.
It should be acknowledged that not all of the aspirations identified will be delivered, because there are
many other influencing factors, such as the views of landowners, existing planning permissions and
allocations, potential future land use allocations and the cost of implementation. The value of this GI plan
lies in the fact that it has been produced by local residents for their own community. It can help inform
planning decisions and be used as a mechanism to identify where financial benefits from development
should be directed. It cannot be used as a tool to prevent development but may influence considerations in
the planning process. All aspirations which gained community support have been included; however, it
remains a community owned document which, while acknowledged by Bedford Borough Council, has not
been formally adopted. The plan as a whole is based on a robust approach to mapping and implementing a
high quality GI network for the existing, and future, residents of the parish of Ravensden.
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Context
Ravensden Parish lies within rural countryside to the north of Bedford. The transition to the countryside is
almost immediate in most locations. On the Kimbolton Road, the presence of hedgerows and the farmland
of Freeman’s Common provides a buffer to the town and the widely set properties of Cleat Hill create a
distinctive entry into the parish. To the east of the road, Mowsbury Park provides valuable open space and
includes natural features such as the Renhold Brook and Putnoe Woods. The Mowsbury Hillfort nature
reserve and the Golf Course also contribute to green infrastructure.
At the south –eastern end of the Parish, farmland within Renhold and the playing fields of Mark Rutherford
School provide open land between the urban area and Ravensden. The scattered farmhouses of Struttle
End form a distinctive group of properties on the edge of Renhold.
To the north, east and west Ravensden lies between the parishes of Clapham, Thurleigh, Wilden and
Renhold. The farmland of Ravensden flows seamlessly between these areas; the open and undeveloped
countryside is a common characteristic.
Ravensden has a distinctive topography, with the elevated land at Mowsbury Hillfort and Graze Hill
separated from Sunderland Hill to the north by the relatively steep valley of the Ravensden Brook. The
open views gained from the Hillfort across the valley are an important feature; the Hillfort having been built
where it could secure commanding views over the surrounding land. The landmark “All Saint’s Church”
tower is a much loved landmark at the top of Church Hill. The iconic water tower is sited on the plateau to
the west of Sunderland Hill, dominating views and identifying the parish from afar.
Agriculture, particularly extensive arable farming, is the dominant land use, although there are some
pastures used for sheep and cattle. The sloping valley to the north of the Hillfort has a strong framework of
hedgerows which enclose a mix of pasture and smaller arable fields. In contrast, the alluvial land in the
valley bottom and the clay plateau in the north and west of the Parish have a larger scale field pattern, with
more limited stretches of hedgerow. Large blocks of woodland, most notably Great and Little Wood, form
distinctive features in the west of the parish.
Roadside trees are fairly limited and tend to be over mature, particularly the ash and oak. There are a
number of old oaks along Graze Hill Lane. The Bedford Road verges were planted with a number of
Norway Maple, following the loss of elm trees in the 1970s. Today many ash trees are in decline as a result
of ash dieback disease.
Species rich grassland is limited in extent. A very rare example of neutral grassland meadows survives at
Tilwick, which is a Site of Special Scientific Interest and is adjacent to the much smaller Tilwick Wood. The
Roadside Nature Reserve on Graze Hill Lane is also a precious remnant of a more calcareous grassland
sward.
Ravensden lies at the eastern end of the Bedfordshire limestone “wolds”, the undulating landscape of the
Upper Ouse Valley. The underlying geology comprises the Middle to the Upper Jurassic Limestones, which
have been overlain by Oxford clay. The plateau in the north of the Parish is relatively flat, but elsewhere
there can be extensive undulations within fields, particularly where they dip down to the tributary brooks.
Some limited examples of ridge and furrow are present at Church End.
Reflecting the geology, All Saint’s Church is largely constructed of limestone. There are also occasional
examples of limestone walls within the village. However, a white or pale yellow brick and the use of thatch
and render is more characteristic of the older historic properties.
The residential areas of Ravensden have developed in four main areas:
- The historic core at Church End, now extended northwards with linear development.
- The Crossroads and Bedford Road and Butler Street
- Cleat Hill – combining linear development on the hill with modern housing to the north of Mowsbury
Park
- Wood End - a hamlet leading to the dispersed farmhouses of Graze Hill Lane
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Recent major development at Woodlands and the new “Ravensden Park” have extended urban form into
the Parish but have also secured new woodland and meadow areas and proposals for a new country park.
The Bedford Borough Green Infrastructure Report
Land to the north of Bedford is a key search area for strategic scale green infrastructure. The benefits of
connecting valuable green infrastructure assets such as Bedford Park and Mowsbury Park to features in
the wider landscape set within the tranquil open spaces of Clapham, Ravensden and Renhold was
recognised within the Bedford Green Infrastructure Plan, 2009. Connecting woodlands and the hedgerow
network was an identified priority, alongside enhancement of the rights of way network. The chapter and
map of the “Bedford Northern Fringes “area of search is attached as Appendix 1.
Landscape planting at Woodlands and as proposed for the “Ravensden Park” new Country Park to the
south of Graze Hill are helping to deliver the desired wooded edge to the town, whilst creating extensive
areas for informal recreation and new habitats for wildlife. The establishment of a linear park was promoted
within the 2002 Local Plan. However, these new landscapes within Ravensden are threatened by the East
West Rail proposals. Both proposed alignments would sever the new residential areas from the wider
countryside and be highly disruptive during construction and bring noise and visual intrusion to landscapes
intended to provide a setting of high amenity for the new developments.
The Borough GI Plan recognised the importance of Mowsbury Hillfort and the associated wildlife habitats.
The Plan promoted improvements to the interpretation of this and other historic sites.
Enhancement of public access was also seen as a priority. The rights of way within Ravensden provide
scope to develop walking, cycling and horse riding routes linking villages to the north of Bedford with the
northern section of the Bedford Green Wheel.
Biodiversity priorities include the enhanced protection and management of ancient woodlands and
hedgerows. As woodland is so limited in Ravensden, safeguarding secondary woodlands, plantations and
individual trees is also important.
The Neighbourhood Plan Survey: Green Infrastructure Outcomes
The importance of local green infrastructure sites to the community was confirmed by the findings of the
Neighbourhood Plan Resident’s Survey, which was undertaken in 2020. This survey raised awareness of
the forthcoming Green Infrastructure Plan and the additional consultation focussed on the environment
which would take place.
Amongst other questions relating to community satisfaction, housing need, and transport issues, the
Resident’s Survey asked residents about their local environment. The key finding was that residents wished
to retain the rural and semi-rural character of the Parish. The quality and tranquil nature of the countryside
was highly valued – with 95% of the respondents rating the quietness of the locality either important or very
important to them.
There was generally a high satisfaction with the amount of accessible greenspace available and it was felt
that wildlife and the natural environment was reasonably well protected. Although some of the rights of way
would benefit from increased management, the amount of routes was also considered satisfactory.
Many people put forward suggestions for public enhancement. Sites of particularly importance identified in
the Survey included:
All Saint’s Church and the view from the Church south-west across the valley
Cleat Hill and the panoramic views from Graze Hill Lane
Mowsbury Hillfort
Green Lane
Water Tower – a commanding feature in many views
Charity Field
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There was also a consensus that loss or damage to hedgerows, the increasing light pollution and the need
for footpath maintenance were areas of concern
The damaging impact of East –West Rail was also a recurring theme.
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Endorsements
Endorsement by Ravensden Parish Council:
Ravensden Parish Council is happy to endorse this Green Infrastructure Plan, which has been produced by
current residents of the parish, for this and future generations. In endorsing this Plan, the Parish Council
confirms its support for the concept of GI Planning and the methodology used to produce the Plan. In
addition, the Parish Council will seek to be an active partner in the delivery of this Plan, leading and
assisting the implementation of those actions which fall into the remit and plans of the Council.
The Parish Council will regularly review the Plan, reporting to the community activity undertaken and
planned, both by the Council and others, towards implementing the Plan.
Endorsement by Ravensden Parish Neighbourhood Plan Steering Committee:
Ravensden Parish Neighbourhood Plan Steering Committee is pleased to endorse this Green Infrastructure
Plan. It has been produced using an agreed and well developed process involving current residents in a
series of focussed working groups. As such it represents their more detailed views on how the issues
previously identified can be addressed in the future. It sets a clear plan for the future that will be supported
by Local Planning Policies in the forthcoming Ravensden Neighbourhood Plan.
Support from BRCC:
BRCC will support the community of Ravensden in implementing this Plan where appropriate and feasible,
providing advice, support in securing funding and leading practical works.
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Definition of Green Infrastructure
Green Infrastructure is the network of green spaces, access routes, wildlife habitats, landscapes and
historic features which provide:





a healthy and diverse environment
attractive places to live and visit
a good quality of life
a sustainable future

Green Infrastructure assets include:














Accessible green space
Country parks
Green corridors
Urban parks and gardens
Habitats for wildlife including nature reserves, Sites of Special Scientific Interest and
County Wildlife Sites.
Historic parks and gardens and historic landscapes
Scheduled Ancient Monuments
Waterways and water bodies, including flooded quarries
Public rights of way and cycleways
Allotments
Children’s play space
Formal sports facilities
Cemeteries

It is important to plan the GI network in the same way that we plan other networks and facilities, so that we
can safeguard and enhance the environment and meet the needs of a wide range of people, both now and
in the future. Green infrastructure also provides social and economic benefits, including:






Places that can be used as a focus for community activity and events
Opportunities to keep fit and healthy
Helps support the local economy, including village shops, pubs and B&Bs
Links between town and country helping people in rural areas to access facilities
Helps reduce the use of cars

Green Infrastructure Themes
Green Infrastructure is composed of 5 themes; landscape, history, biodiversity, access and open space.
These themes are presented separately to enable the different elements of GI to be considered both
individually in detail and as part of the integrated GI network
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Aims of this Plan
To identify the key existing natural, historic, cultural and landscape assets, accessible greenspace and
rights of way and to plan new features that will provide a connected network of green infrastructure for the
benefit of present and future generations.
To inform the emerging Ravensden Neighbourhood Plan, including through the identification of important
green spaces and the proposal to designate eligible sites as Local Green Spaces.

Objectives
To create a comprehensive document that will assist the local community to:





Protect and where possible enhance the landscape, biodiversity and the historic environment
Improve access and links for people and wildlife
Provide a multi-functional green infrastructure network
Provide a source of information and guidance for planners, landowners and developers in
formulating land use plans
 Promote community involvement
 Identify projects and produce an action plan to implement projects.
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Links to other GI related plans
Bedfordshire & Luton Strategic Green Infrastructure Plan (2007)
The Bedfordshire & Luton Strategic Green Infrastructure Plan (2007) identifies a broad, spatial vision for
green infrastructure across the area and highlights 11 strategic GI corridors across the county.
The parish of Ravensden is also identified by the Plan as lying within Historic Environment Character Area
Number 15.
Bedford Borough Local Plan 2030
The Local Plan 2030 sets out how much growth and development there will be in Bedford borough until
2030 in order to meet local needs. It plans for the additional houses and facilities required to support new
communities and provide jobs and services such as schools, transport and shops.
The Bedford Green Infrastructure Plan (2009)
The Bedford Green Infrastructure Plan complements the Bedford and Luton Strategic GI Plan (2007) by
identifying more detailed spatial priorities across Bedford borough and provides detailed background
information to support other Bedford Borough Council policies and proposals. Please see Appendix 1 for
extract relating to the Bedford’s Northern Fringes network area.
Sustainable Community Strategy 2009 - 2021
Produced by the Bedford Borough Partnership in 2009, the Strategy sets out the Partnership's vision for the
future of Bedford borough and the goals that the Partnership was seeking to achieve. Although the
Partnership itself no longer exists, the goals and aims remain relevant; many have direct links to the Local
Plan 2030 and can be delivered by the local plan’s policies.
Bedford Borough Corporate Plan 2017 - 2021
The Corporate Plan is part of the Council’s adopted Policy Framework and describes the Borough Council’s
contribution to the delivery of the Sustainable Community Strategy.
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GI Themed Maps and Map Information
To provide background information and to inform resident’s thinking in the identification of aspirations, a series maps giving information on the main GI
themes was provided. These maps are shown in the following pages.
Context Map (Figure 1)
The Context map shows the boundaries of Ravensden in relation to the villages, road routes and countryside that surround the parish.
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Landscape Map (Figure 2a)
The landscape map shows the position of contours within your parish. It also has the areas at risk from a 1% chance flood from a river marked.
Contours and flood zones can be useful when creating green infrastructure corridors.
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Landscape Character Areas Map (Figure 2b)
The Landscape Character Areas are used to understand what the landscape is like, how it formed and how it may change in the future. Each area is a
distinct part of the landscape with a particular sense of place. Assessments of these areas can be used to help make decisions on the appropriate location,
scale and design of new development. Further information can be found on the Bedford Borough Council website
(http://www.forms.bedford.gov.uk/planning/BBCLCAFinal2014-11-28.pdf).
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Ravensden falls within the “Landscape Character Area 1E, The Renhold Clay Farmland, as described in the Landscape Character Assessment for Bedford
Borough. The Parish is highly typical of this area, displaying many of the key sensitivities of the area, such as:
-

The Church tower, which forms a landmark and creates a sense of place.
Mowsbury Hill forming a substantial historic earthwork in a strategic position
The high level of recreational access via the rights of way network and quiet rural lanes
Areas of high ecological value, including ancient woodlands and unimproved grassland, often “isolated” within extensive arable fields
The settlement having a pattern of “Ends” which are vulnerable to infill and ribbon development along roads
A network of hedgerows and hedgerow trees surviving in parts but which are vulnerable to further loss through a lack of management and renewal
The tranquil rural nature of the landscape which is vulnerable to urban influence, particularly immediately to the north of Bedford.

Features of high sensitivity to change include the villages with their scattered Ends, the tall stone churches, and remnants of medieval settlements, the
blocks of ancient woodland and the subtle tributary valleys and streams.
In terms of visual sensitivity, the areas with the highest visual sensitivity are the areas of open elevated plateau at the crest of the subtle valleys and the
areas of open, gently rolling landform. There are many open and wide ranging views gained across the subtly undulating and changing landform. These
include views of Bedford and the new development at Woodlands, but also extensive long distance views to the Greensand Ridge to the south. Views to
the north of Ravensden include panoramas where hardly a building features in the scene, a rare experience so close to the town and one which is highly
valued by residents and those using the public paths for informal recreation.
The Landscape Strategy for the Renhold Clay Farmland landscape character area is to “conserve and enhance the open rural landscape and to enhance
elements which are in declining condition or which detract from the rural character”.
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Biodiversity Map (Figure 3)
This map shows the location of designated sites, important habitats and opportunities to enhance wildlife in Ravensden parish.
Within the parish there are several designated sites, one is a Roadside Nature Reserve (RNR) and there are five County Wildlife Sites (CWS), one of which
is also a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) and another a Local Nature Reserve (LNR). The Roadside Nature Reserve, Traylesfield Farm RNR, is
located in the west of the parish along part of Graze Hill road. It is a good example of species rich neutral grassland and has a population of Sulphur
Clover, a nationally scarce species, as well as spring flowers such as Cowslips and Violets and summer flowering meadow species. Cleat Hill CWS, in the
south of the parish is a field of unimproved neutral grassland, important for its grassland flora and hedgerows.
To the east of this lies Mowsbury Hill CWS/LNR, which is also a Scheduled Ancient Monument. The site is important for its species rich neutral grassland,
which supports a large population of Common Orchid, with Bee Orchid, Pyramidal Orchid and Twayblade also present. Other rare species include Grass
Vetchling and Ladies Bedstraw. The grasslands also support a wide range of insects and other invertebrates. Also important are the broadleaved
woodland, moats and an orchard, which was established by Bedford Borough Council as a ‘demonstration orchard’ and contains a range of apples
including local Laxton varieties as well as pears and a medlar.
In the centre of the parish is Great and Little Woods, Ravensden CWS comprising two areas of semi-natural broadleaved ancient woodland. The canopy of
both woods is dominated by old Ash coppice. To the north of the parish are Tilwick Wood CWS and Tilwick Meadow SSSI/CWS. Tilwick Wood is another
block of semi-natural broadleaved ancient woodland with standards of Oak and Ash with some evidence of previous coppice. Tilwick Meadow is a small
area of unimproved neutral grassland, which is on the site of a medieval village abandoned during the Black Death, and has developed an extremely rich
flora. The meadow supports some of Bedfordshire’s uncommon and rare species, and is a habitat that is now rare in the county and is nationally
uncommon largely due to changes in agricultural practice. There are also small ponds and ditches on the site which support interesting marginal
vegetation.
There are two further sites that are beyond the parish boundary, but important because of their proximity to the parish. This includes Wilden Road Verges
CWS to the north east of the parish, important as a linear habitat that provides pathways for the movement of plants and animals between other important
habitats. To the south of the parish boundary is Putnoe Wood CWS, an area of ancient woodland.
Not all of the sites listed above have public access and are in private ownership, but where they do this has been shown on map 5.
County Wildlife Sites are sites that have been recognized as important for wildlife when assessed against a set of criteria. The selection guidelines consider
aspects of the site such as size, diversity, rarity, fragility, typicalness and recorded history. Recognition as a CWS does not confer protection on the site, or
right of access, however for any significant change of land use the planning authorities will expect the wildlife interest to be taken into account alongside
other normal planning considerations. Local conservation organisations may comment on planning applications that could affect a CWS.
Within the parish are approximately 28 hectares of land that were identified as semi-improved neutral grassland in the late 1980s and may have remained
as grassland since then.
Species records of note found across the parish include: amphibians (Smooth and Great Crested Newt, Common Frog and Common Toad), mammals
(including Brown Hare and Badger), birds (such as Skylark, Barn Owl, Kingfisher, Goldcrest and Cuckoo) and birds of prey (such as Hobby, Kestrel, Merlin,
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Red Kite and Common Buzzard), plants such as Bluebells found in Great and Little Woods and Tilwick Wood. Mowsbury Hill and Tilwick Meadow both
have interesting flora, including Common Orchid, Bee Orchid, Pyramidal Orchid, Twayblade, Sulphur Clover, Spiny Restharrow, Grass Vetchling and
Ladies Bedstraw. There are a scattering of other notable records including Harvest Mouse and Common Lizard, although these species have not been
recorded in the parish for around 40 years.
The register of ancient and veteran trees maintained by the Woodland Trust shows two important trees within the parish, both on private land. One is a
veteran Pear tree to the north of Tilwick Wood CWS and the other a notable Ash tree located along Graze Hill just north of Gray’s Hill Farm.
Green infrastructure planning can help to link or buffer existing wildlife sites, providing them with increased protection from harmful activities and making
their wildlife populations more sustainable. The Biodiversity Network suggests where this could be most beneficial.
If you would like further information or advice about the wildlife in your parish, please contact The Wildlife Trust (01234 364213 or
bedfordshire@wildlifebcn.org). The Bedfordshire and Luton Biodiversity Recording and Monitoring Centre (BRMC) has a wealth of records about the
species seen in your parish and is beginning to compile habitat data. If you would like to access this resource please contact them (01234 355435 or
brmc@bedsbionet.org.uk).
NOTES
As connectivity is key to biodiversity, it is hoped that enhancements secured through the Green Infrastructure Plan will become joint initiatives with the
neighbouring parishes. The corridor of Ravensden Brook extends towards Renhold, offering opportunities for enhanced access and biodiversity gains.
Similarly, there are opportunities to strengthen the hedgerow network where it has been lost in the open landscapes to the west of Ravensden and to
replant woodland or hedgerows to link with historic hedges on the parish boundaries and elsewhere. There is also great scope to further the strategic
ambition of creating wooded links between areas of existing woodland, especially the ancient woodlands. Orchards were also once an extensive feature,
particularly at Church End. It is not known if remnant areas of orchards remain within the Parish.
Woodland, including ancient woodland, species rich hedgerows and grassland habitats within Ravensden are threatened by the East West Rail proposals,
which would lead to the physical loss of habitats and damage the ecological network. Extensive embankments and deep cuttings would also restrict animal
movement, impacting on territorial and foraging behaviour.
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Historic Map (Figure 4)
The beginning of extensive occupation began in the Late Iron Age and the Roman period. Mowsbury Hillfort is an Iron Age stronghold; the perimeter
defences are still clear to see.
The name Ravensden may simply refer to the ’place of the Ravens,’’ but it has been suggested the name has a Norse or Danish origin. Danes are known to
have settled on the strategic high ground at Church End, a vantage point providing a wide view over the valley towards the Great Ouse. The Domesday
Survey did not refer to Ravensden but shortly after this time the lands were divided into Manors with names recognisable today such as Tilwick Manor and
Trailleys Manor. The Manor of Morinsbury evolved to Morsebury, before becoming the Mowsbury of today.
Woodland would have been much more widespread on the clay plateaus and ridges before clearance was undertaken in the medieval period. The medieval
settlement pattern contributed to the survival of historic closes around the hamlets or “Ends”. Some of the older and species rich hedgerows were likely to
have arisen from woodland clearance and contain woodland indicator species such as dog’s mercury. Hedgerows near Tilwick, Wood End and the Brook
are examples of very old, established hedgerows. The lands at Tilwick have a particular historic quality and were owned or associated with the Beauchamp
family. Lands in the Parish were recorded as being held by Newnham Priory in the 13th century
The Parish was enclosed under an Act passed in 1809.
The Parish contains a number of listed or otherwise notable buildings. All Saints Church is Grade 1 listed, built of limestone and brick, with parts of the
building dating back to the 1100s. A cluster of thatched cottages dating from c1650, to the north of the Church, form a distinctive part of Church End. In
Oldways Road the former Baptist Chapel dates from 1853 and was established by the Bedford evangelist, the Rev. Timothy Matthews. On Church Hill the
Harpur Cottages were once the village poorhouse, before one part became the “Case is Altered Public House”.
The larger historic houses were located close to Kimbolton Road. The current Ravensden Grange was built from materials sourced from the Grange owned
by the Sunderland family, which had been at the western end of the Green Lane. The footpath crossing the field to the west of Church End was originally
the route of the carriageway to this first Ravensden Grange. Ravensden Grange today is a landmark in the view from Mowsbury Hillfort and Cleat Hill and
from properties on Oldways Road. It forms a focal point at the top of Sunderland Hill, and is set within a parkland style garden. Together with the adjacent
Grange Farm and the row of farm workers’ cottages, The Grange forms an important group of historic buildings. The farm sheds on the western side of the
road have historic interest, as they are former military building constructed when The Grange was requisitioned for use during the Second World War.
To the west of The Crossroads, Ravensden House and Brook Farm are also listed buildings.
A model farm was established at Highfields by James Howard in 1863, where he experimented with steam cultivation and trialled new farming and stock
breeding methods, whilst also serving as the Bedford Member of Parliament.
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A variety of historic sites are shown on the following map. Integrating these sites into green infrastructure plans can help to preserve parish
history. The numbers associated with the site boundaries represent locations in the Historic Environment Record (HER) which is maintained at
Bedford Borough Council, Borough Hall, Cauldwell Street, Bedford.
The table below gives a brief summary of each numbered site; more details are available from the HER, along with historic maps of your
parish. Listed Buildings and Buildings of Local Interest are shown, including two features identified as areas: the site of Ravensden Grange (a
monastic grange belonging to Warden Abbey) and the site of a windmill first recorded in 1262. For advice or further information about historic
areas in your parish please contact the Historic Environment Team at Bedford Borough Council (archaeology@bedford.gov.uk or use the
online Heritage Gateway http://www.heritagegateway.org.uk).

Number
11
93

Number
15072
16604

485
580
583

Feature
GREEN LANE
MOAT, Grays Hill Farm
HILLFORT & MOAT, Mowsbury (Scheduled
Monument)
POSSIBLE ROMAN ROAD (Viatores no 173)
CROPMARKS, South East of Brook Farm
MOAT, Manor Farm

715

RIDGE AND FURROW, Ravensden historic parish

16665

728

16666

2521
3010

ROMAN ROAD (Viatores no. 225)
TILWICK DESERTED MEDIEVAL VILLAGE, & Roman
pottery
BRICK FIELD, Cleat Hill
BRICK FIELD & KILNS

3012

BRICK FIELD & KILN, South of Oldways Road

18263

3013

RIFLE RANGE

MBB21896

3014

BRICKWORKS, West of Grange Hill

MBB21897

332

1827

18

16609
16637
16638
16664

16667
17061
17072

Feature
ENCLOSURE CROPMARKS; SW of Shrubbery Farm
CROPMARKS, NW of Highfield Farm
IRON AGE/ROMANO-BRITISH SETTLEMENT CROPMARK; E
of Traylesfields Farm
SETTLEMENT CROPMARKS; NE of Wood End
CROPMARKS, E of Graze Hill
POST MEDIEVAL CROPMARKS; S of Tilwick Wood
IRON AGE/ROMANO-BRITISH SETTLEMENT CROPMARKS;
NW of Shrubbery Farm
CROPMARKS, SE of Tilwick
IRON AGE/ROMANO-BRITISH ENCLOSURE CROPMARKS;
NW of Newhaven
WOOD END MEDIEVAL SETTLEMENT
CHURCH END MEDIEVAL VILLAGE
ROMANO-BRITISH OCCUPATION, southwest of Grange
Farm
IRON AGE/ROMANO-BRITISH RECTILINEAR ENCLOSURE;
NW of Highfield Farm
POST-MEDIEVAL GARDEN FEATURE; N of Willow Farm,
Ravensden

Number

Feature

Number

3271

MOAT, Traylesfield Farm

MBB21898

6713
8351
8954
13195

OCCUPATION SITE WITH
BELGIC/ROMAN/MEDIEVAL/POST-MEDIEVAL
POTTERY
GREEN LANE
BRICKWORKS, Cleat Hill
ALL SAINTS' PARISH CHURCHYARD
GREAT WOOD, Ancient Woodland

13196

LITTLE WOOD, Ancient Woodland

MBB22304

13198

TILWICK WOOD, Ancient Woodland

MBB22305

14057

CROPMARK, North of Grange Farm
POSSIBLE DESERTED MEDIEVAL SETTLEMENT;
Near.Ravensden Grange
POSSIBLE IRON AGE SETTLEMENT CROPMARKS; N of
Church End

MBB22306

4418

14060
15041
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MBB22253
MBB22254
MBB22301
MBB22302
MBB22303

Feature
BRONZE AGE RING DITCH AND LINEAR FEATURES; SW of
Grange Farm, Ravensden
IRON AGE SETTLEMENT CROPMARKS; S of Traylesfields
Farm
SUB-SQUARE DITCHED ENCLOSURE; E of Traylesfield Farm
CURVILINEAR ENCLOSURES; NW of Traylesfields Farm
FAINT ENCLOSURE CROPMARK; N of Traylesfields Farm
IRON AGE SETTLEMENT CROPMARKS; N of Wood End
LATER PREHISTORIC/ROMANO-BRITISH ENCLOSURE
CROPMARKS; N of Wood End
IRON AGE/ROMANO-BRITISH SETTLEMENT CROPMARKS; N
of Manor Farm
ENCLOSURE CROPMARKS; SW of Shrubbery Farm
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Open Space, Access and Recreation Map (Figure 5)
There is an attractive network of public rights of way within Ravensden, which provide connectivity with Bedford, Clapham, Thurleigh, Wilden and
Renhold.
The paths connecting with Mowsbury Park provide a link to the Bedford Green Wheel- a strategic cycleway which links to Norse Road and Renhold and to
the River Ouse. Routes from Oldways Road are important – a bridleway leads to Putnoe Woods and a footpath to Mowsbury Hillfort and Cleat Hill. These
provide safe routes to Bedford away from traffic. The paths leading west to Clapham from Graze Hill Lane and Freeman’s Common extend over rolling
countryside and offer panoramic views.
Some paths are valuable in terms of providing easy access on well surfaced paths. The paths by Great and Little Wood are wide, with a good surface. The
Green Lane at Church End is a “Byway Open to all Traffic”, recent seasonal restrictions preventing vehicular use have limited damage to the surface. This
lane is of Roman, if not earlier origin and is a valuable wildlife corridor.
Footpaths beside the brook provide connections with the neighbouring parishes, and the elevated locations of many paths afford panoramic views, with
notable views gained from Graze Hill, the paths to Tilwick and from those leading to Renhold from Church End
The following map shows the positions of open spaces (e.g. golf courses, recreation grounds or school playing fields) within the parish. Not all of them are
accessible to the public. Rights of Way are key to providing access to open spaces within green infrastructure plans. When creating networks access
barriers, such as busy roads, would need to be considered.
The main (illustrated) greenspaces are summarized below:
Number
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Name

Publicly accessible?

Area (Hectares)

1

Tilwick Wood CWS

No

4.38

2

Tilwick Meadow CWS/SSSI

No

2.54

3

Great and Little Woods, Ravensden CWS

No

13.30

4

Traylesfield Farm RNR

No

0.14

5

Playing Field

Yes

0.85

6

All Saints Church, Ravensden

Yes

0.27

7

Orchard

No

0.80
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8

Cleat Hill CWS

No

0.52

9

Orchard

No

0.06

10

Orchard

No

0.10

11

Mowsbury Hill CWS/LNR

Yes

2.77

12

Mowsbury Golf Club

No

52.40

13

Charity Field

No

0.88

14

Land at Northfields

No

0.33
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Methodology & Community Involvement
A methodology for the production of Parish Green Infrastructure Plans was developed in 2007 and
2008 by the PGIP Working Group and endorsed by the Beds & Luton Green Infrastructure Consortium
(now the Beds & Luton Local Nature Partnership). This standard methodology has been used to
produce 40 parish-level GI Plans across Bedfordshire.
This methodology usually involves two facilitated community workshops and a drop-in session, to
which local stakeholders and the wider community are invited. However, because of social distancing
requirements due to the Covid restrictions through much of 2020 and into 2021, it proved necessary to
undertake a different approach to the community consultation aspect of the Ravensden GI Plan.
In place of the first workshop, an online presentation hosted as a zoom meeting by BedsRCC, was
promoted to local stakeholders and residents through the Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group.
The presentation, which took place on 17 September 2020, provided an overview of GI Planning and
its use in helping to shape and prioritise actions for future enhancements to Ravensden’s network of
public access, biodiversity and landscapes assets.
The meeting also introduced an online survey which was open to all stakeholders and residents to
provide their views on what they valued about the local area and what their future aspirations were for
Ravensden. In addition to the survey questions, maps and guidance were available on a dedicated web
page, and consultees were asked to view the information and answer the questions in their own time
over the following weeks. The survey responses were then reviewed to draw out the main priorities of
respondents, and from these to create a draft GI map of community aspirations.
The Zoom presentation on 17th September 2020 was attended by 30 local residents.
The online survey which initially ran from 17th September – 2nd October and was then extended until 6th
October was completed by 35 residents.
Ravensden GI Plan – Stage 1 survey questions
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Q1

Where do you live?

Q2

Where do you like to walk / ride / cycle?

Q3

Are there any public footpaths or bridleways that you feel need to be improved?

Q4

Are there any footpaths or bridleways that you would like to see upgraded?

Q5

Do you have any particular sites that you value in the parish?

Q6

Which are your three favourite open spaces in the parish?

Q7

Would you like to see more accessible community green areas in the parish?

Q8

Do you have any favourite views looking into or out of the parish?

Q9

Are there any specific wildlife habitats that you would like to see protected / enhanced?

Q10

Are there any specific wildlife habitats that you would like to see created?

Q11

Is there anything else you would like to tell us about Ravensden’s green infrastructure?

The Stage 1 survey was supported by a dedicated Ravensden GI Plan webpage (hosted on the
BedsRCC website). This webpage contained the information presented at the Zoom meeting on 17th
September 2010; including a range of context maps for the parish, based on the 5 green infrastructure
themes.
The Stage 1 survey responses led to the production of a Draft Ravensden GI Map and Table of
Aspirations.
Following the production of this Draft Ravensden GI Map and Table of Aspirations, (which was based
entirely on the aspirations that had been put forward by the survey respondents), the second phase of
the online consultation was undertaken.
In December 2020, stakeholders and residents were invited to view (online) the draft map and its
associated aspirations table, along with information explaining what green infrastructure is, what its
benefits are, and why a GI Plan was being produced.
Respondents were asked to study the aspirations and complete a short survey by listing up to five of
the aspirations that they most supported and up to five that they disagreed with.
Ravensden GI Plan – Stage 2 survey questions
Q1 Which part of the parish do you live in?
Q2 How long have you lived in the parish?
Q3 Which of the aspirations suggested to date do you most support? (Please select up to 5 aspirations and
put the aspiration numbers into the following boxes)
Q4 Are there any aspirations suggested to date that you disagree with and would not want to see included in
the final GI Plan? (Please select up to 5 aspirations and put the aspiration numbers into the following boxes)
Q5 There are already a large number of aspirations listed and some may need to be filtered out - if they are
not well supported – to ensure the Plan is realistic and achievable. But, are there any additional aspirations –
relating to heritage, wildlife, access and green spaces which you would like to be considered for inclusion in
the GI Plan? (Please be specific re. aspiration details, location and land use)
Q6 For aspirations 12 and 13, do you have any suggestions for what these proposed green spaces should
contain / feature?
Q7 For aspirations 23, 24 and 25, do you have any suggestions for specific locations for these proposed
features?

The Stage 2 survey which ran from 4th December 2020 - to 3rd January 2021 was completed by 43
local residents.
The results from this exercise were reviewed and the draft map and aspirations table were revised in
line with the priorities and comments submitted by the respondents.
The collation and analysis of the survey responses led to the production of the final GI map and
prioritised table of aspirations; and the identification of important green spaces, as detailed in the
following pages.
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Ravensden Parish Green Infrastructure Aspirations Map 2021
The numbered locations on the map below are the aspiration numbers shown in the following tables.
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Ref.

Aspirational GI Enhancements

1
2
3

Improve surface of FP4 and FP28, alongside Ravensden Brook
Enhance wildlife habitats alongside Ravensden Brook
Create a new footpath / cycleway alongside B660 (on roadside verge or field edge
as appropriate) from Ravensden Crossroads to the top of Cleat Hill
Improve surface of BOAT61 (Green Lane) for walkers and cyclists, and downgrade
status to Public Bridleway to prevent damage and disturbance caused by vehicles
Enhance BOAT61 (Green Lane) through the provision of benches, information
boards and dog bins
Protect Mowsbury Hill Fort and surroundings
Improve accessibility in the area of Mowsbury Hill Fort, including improving signage
to/ from the local Rights of Way network
Remove scrub encroachment along FP25 (alongside Equine Centre paddocks) off
Oldways Road
Create a new footpath / cycleway alongside Oldways Road (on roadside verge or
field edge as appropriate) from Ravensden Crossroads to Church Hill (southern
end of Church End)
Upgrade FP14 (and Renhold FP8) (south of the Plantation) to a surfaced bridleway
Improve accessibility of FP32 (from opposite Horse and Jockey) north-west to
Sunderland Hill, including replacement of stiles with kissing gates and improved
surfacing at west end of route
Create accessible green space for community recreation at Charity Field
Create accessible open space, possibly including allotments, near Ravensden
Crossroads (location to be determined)
Create a community orchard, possibly near village hall
Preserve Northfields woodland (northern end of Church End)
Create public footpath alongside stream from Oldways Road to link with FP28 via a
new footbridge (and on to FP32)
Allow natural regeneration of meadow / woodland between Great Wood and Little
Wood
Protect and enhance Tilwick woods and meadows
General aspirations – not site specific (thus not on map)

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

Increase woodland coverage and connectivity in the parish through tree and hedge
planting
Plant wildflowers in grasslands and on road verges
Important views
Preserve views from Cleat Hill northwards to Church End, Thurleigh, Great Wood
and the water tower
Preserve southern views from Cleat Hill towards Bedford and Marston Vale
Preserve views from Mowsbury Hill towards Ravensden Grange and Church End
Preserve south-west views from Church / Church End
Preserve views from Sunderland Hill - south towards Church End and Cardington
Preserve views from Graze Hill south-west towards Clapham
Preserve open landscape views from BW42 (between Tilwick and Great Wood)

Where future built developments are proposed on land where GI aspirations have been identified,
consideration should be given as to whether the aspiration(s) can be delivered either as part of a
potential built development, or whether an alternative location for the aspiration(s) can be found.
Such developments may contribute, either financially or through direct works, to the implementation
of GI aspirations.
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Prioritisation activities
Question 3 of the Stage 2 survey asked residents which of the listed aspirations they most
supported and to identify their top 5. The survey results were collated and the table below shows
the priority aspirations.
Ref

Priority Aspirations Identified in Ravensden GI Plan 2020/21

3

Create a new footpath / cycleway alongside B660 (on roadside verge or field edge as
appropriate) from Ravensden Crossroads to the top of Cleat Hill

4

Improve surface of BOAT61 (Green Lane) for walkers and cyclists, and downgrade
status to Public Bridleway to prevent damage and disturbance caused by vehicles

6

Protect Mowsbury Hill Fort and surroundings

9

Create a new footpath / cycleway alongside Oldways Road (on roadside verge or
field edge as appropriate) from Ravensden Crossroads to Church Hill (southern end
of Church End)

11

Improve accessibility of FP32 (from opposite Horse and Jockey) north-west to
Sunderland Hill, including replacement of stiles with kissing gates and improved
surfacing at west end of route

14

Create a community orchard, possibly near village hall

15

Preserve Northfields woodland (northern end of village)

The Stage 1 survey also asked people to identify their favourite sites (green spaces) within the
parish. The sites identified by the community as the most popular were, in priority order:
Mowsbury Hill - fort and orchard
Church and churchyard
Charity Field
Tilwick Woods
Cleat Hill
School Playing Field
Ravensden Grange
Great and Little Woods
Ravensden Brook
Northfields
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Local Green Space (LGS) Designation
A stated aim of this GI Plan is to propose the designation of important green sites as Local Green
Spaces through the emerging Ravensden Neighbourhood Plan.
The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) sets out the Government’s planning policies for
England and how these are expected to be applied. A new designation to protect local green areas of
particular importance to local communities has been introduced. The Local Green Space designation
will allow communities to identify and protect areas that are of value to the community through local
and neighbourhood plans.
The designation should only be used:





where the green space is in reasonably close proximity to the community it serves;
where the green area is demonstrably special to a local community and holds a
particular local significance, for example because of its beauty, historic
significance, recreational value (including as a playing field), tranquillity or
richness of its wildlife; and
where the green area concerned is local in character and is not an extensive tract
of land.

The LGS assessment undertaken alongside this GI Plan is summarised in the following pages. The
assessment tool has been developed as a methodology for identifying spaces suitable for designation
as Local Green Spaces (LGS) according to the criteria set out in the National Planning Policy
Framework and subsequent Government guidance (Planning Practice Guidance: Local Green Space
designation).
While the table on the previous page is valuable for showing what local areas are important to the local
community, neither Cleat Hill or Ravensden Brook can be considered as discrete ‘sites’ or ‘green
spaces’. Therefore, these were not included in the Local Green Space assessment undertaken as part
of this GI Plan and summarised below.
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Summary of the LGS Assessment

Stage 1 Assessment
The stage 1 assessment is designed to filter out which sites - proposed for LGS Designation by
the 2021 Ravensden Green Infrastructure Plan - do not meet the basic NPPF LGS eligibility
criteria. Sites which have current planning permission, or have been allocated for development,
or have an existing designation giving the same level of protection as a LGS designation, do not
meet the criteria and are not carried forward to the stage 2 assessment.

Site name and
reference number

Current
Planning
Permission?

Allocated for
Development?

Already
Designated?

Pass to Stage
2?

N

N

Village Open
Space

Y

N

N

Curtilage of
Grade 1 Listed
Building

Y

Great & Little Woods

N

N

CWS

N [1]

Green Lane

N

N

N

Y

N

N

Scheduled
Monument,
LNR, CWS

Y

N

N

Village Open
Space

Y

Ravensden Primary
School Playing Field

N

N

N

Y

Tilwick Wood & Meadow

N

Charity Field
Churchyard, Church of
All Saints

Mowsbury Hillfort,
Orchard & Meadow
Northfields

Local Plan LGS,
Pending
N

SSSI

N [2]

[1] While this would normally pass to Stage 2, it is known that at over 1km distance from the
community, it cannot be considered as ‘local’ and does therefore not meet the criteria. It was
agreed to not spend time on the detailed stage 2 site assessment for a site that is known to not
meet the criteria.
[2] With SSSI status (giving a greater level of protection that LGS designation) and at over 1km
from the community, it was agreed to not spend time on the detailed stage 2 site assessment for
a site that is known to not meet the criteria.
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Stage 2 Assessment – Overall Summary

Site

Not
Extensive

Close
Proximity

Demonstrably
Special/ Locally
Significant

Recommend for
Designation?

Charity Field

Y

Y

Y

Y

Churchyard,
Church of All
Saints

Y

Y

Y

Y

Green Lane

Y

Y

Y

Y

Mowsbury Hillfort,
Orchard &
Meadow

Y

Y

Y

Y

Northfields

Y

Y

Y

Y

Ravensden
Primary School
Playing Field

Y

Y

Y

Y

Final Proposed Local Green Space Designations

Sites assessed and proposed for LGS Designation within the Ravensden Neighbourhood Plan
Charity Field
Churchyard, Church of All Saints
Green Lane
Mowsbury Hillfort, Orchard & Meadow
Northfields
Ravensden Primary School Playing Field

Sites assessed and considered to not meet LGS criteria
Great & Little Woods
Tilwick Wood & Meadow
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The above proposed LGS sites are shown on the following map:
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Ravensden Parish Green Infrastructure Plan Action Plan
[1] Lead Partner
[2] Other Partners
[3] Resourcing
[4] Timescale
RPC
BBC
Ref

1

2

3

4

Organisation / individual taking the lead in the planning and implementation of the aspiration (see key below)
Other organisations to be involved in the planning and implementation of the aspiration (see key below)
Likely level of funding needed: Low (achievable with no or minimal funding), Medium (achievable with moderate
new funding), High (achievable with significant new funding)
Likely date of implementation: Short 2021-23; Medium 2024-26; Long 2027+

Ravensden Parish Council
Bedford Borough Council

LO
BRCC

Landowner
Bedfordshire Rural Communities Charity

Aspiration

Possible Lead Other Partners
Partner [1]
[2]

Resourcing
[3]

Improve surface of FP4 and FP28,
alongside Ravensden Brook

BBC

LO / RPC
Highways

Medium

Medium

Discuss with RPC / BBC / LO

Enhance wildlife habitats alongside
Ravensden Brook

RPC
BBC

LO
RPC
Envt. Agency

Low
Medium

Short
Medium

RPC / LO
Seek Volunteers
Wildlife Trust- advice re water voles

Create a new footpath / cycleway
alongside B660 (on roadside verge
or field edge as appropriate) from
Ravensden Crossroads to the top of
Cleat Hill

BBC

RPC / LO
Mulberry Homes

High

Medium
Long

RPC / BBC / LO
Planning input.
BBC / RPC to discuss allocation of CIL
from Graze Hill development, and other
funding streams.
Seek advice from Sustrans

Improve surface of BOAT61 (Green
Lane) for walkers and cyclists, and
downgrade status to Public
Bridleway to prevent damage and
disturbance caused by vehicles

BBC

RPC
LOs

Medium
High

Medium
Long

RPC approach BBC
Contact landowners
Possible betterment from EWRCo if
Alignment 1 chosen.
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Timescale Next Steps
[4]

Ref

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Aspiration

Possible Lead Other Partners
Partner [1]
[2]

Resourcing
[3]

Enhance BOAT61 (Green Lane)
through the provision of benches,
information boards and dog bins

RPC
BBC

BBC
RPC
LO

Medium
High

Short
Medium

RPC approach BBC gather support &
resources from local LO
Draw up Management Plan

Protect Mowsbury Hill Fort and
surroundings

BBC / RPC /
Friends MH

BBC / RPC /
Friends MH

Low
Medium

Short
Medium

Seek support from Historic England
Charitable groups/Lottery
NP policy

Improve accessibility in the area of
Mowsbury Hill Fort, including
improving signage to/ from the local
Rights of Way network

(as 6 above)

(as 6 above)

Low
Medium

Short
Medium

This work needs to be prior to 6 above.

Remove scrub encroachment along
FP25 (alongside Equine Centre
paddocks) off Oldways Road

BBC
LO

RPC / BBC
Livery stables /
Golf course

Low

Complete?
Short

Create a new footpath / cycleway
alongside Oldways Road (on
roadside verge or field edge as
appropriate) from Ravensden
Crossroads to Church Hill (southern
end of Church End)

BBC / RPC

LO
RPC
Grays Builders

High

Medium

Key move is to discuss with LO then
submit plan to BBC Planning/Highways
RPC to ask BBC to divert proposed S106
funds from Salph End appeal site
highway improvements for road safety
(total c£20k in RPC area) to this project.
Site likely to be allocated in LP Review.

Upgrade FP14 (and Renhold FP8)
(south of the Plantation) to a
surfaced bridleway

BBC

RPC
LO

Medium
High

Medium
Long

Contact ROW Officer – Planning?
RPC to liaise with Renhold PC and
owners of The Plantation.

Improve accessibility of FP32 (from
opposite Horse and Jockey) northwest to Sunderland Hill, including
replacement of stiles with kissing

BBC
LO
accessibility

RPC / LO
BBC / RPC re.
stiles etc.

Medium

Medium
Long

Draft Plan drawn up by RPC after
discussion with LO; discuss with BBC
LO to acknowledge
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Timescale Next Steps
[4]

Already cleared -2021
Ongoing every other year?
Agree routine annual maintenance
programme for PROWs in the Parish

Ref

Aspiration

Possible Lead Other Partners
Partner [1]
[2]

Resourcing
[3]

Timescale Next Steps
[4]

Create accessible green space for
community recreation at Charity
Field

RPC / TRUST

As column 1

Low/Medium
High

Medium
Long

1. RPC to discuss potential plan with
Trust. Charity would need to agree to
principle before more detailed
discussions.
New lease on field until 2023?
2. Ask community – need to develop
ideas.
Need for planning re change of use.

Create accessible open space,
possibly including allotments, near
Ravensden Crossroads (location to
be determined)

RPC
BBC

LO / BBC
BRCC

Medium
High

Medium
Long

Identify possible sites and likely demand.
Investigate funding – speak with other
allotment groups

Create a community orchard,
possibly near village hall

RPC

LO
BRCC
Parish Hall Ctte

Medium

Medium
Long

RPC consider possible plans and options
Draw up shortlist of sites and discuss
with LO. Possibly augment orchard on
School playing field.
Prepare planting and management plan.
Contact Orchard East and BBC re.
advice and grants.
Involve school?

Preserve Northfields woodland
(northern end of village)

RPC
LO

LO
RPC
BBC? Re LGS

Low
Medium

Short
Medium
Long

Support/ advice from Woodland Trust/
Wildlife Trust.
Discuss with LO – Tree Officer and
Highways re. road safety.
Agree management plan.
Involve school?

Create public footpath alongside

BBC

RPC / LO

Medium

Medium

Discuss with LO

gates and improved surfacing at
west end of route

12

13

14

15

16
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Ref

17

Aspiration

Possible Lead Other Partners
Partner [1]
[2]

stream from Oldways Road to link
with FP28 via a new footbridge (and
on to FP32)

RPC

BBC

Allow natural regeneration of
meadow / woodland between Great
Wood and Little Wood

RPC / LO

BRCC
FC

Protect and enhance Tilwick woods
and meadows

RPC / LO

FC
NE

Increase woodland coverage and
connectivity in the parish through
tree and hedge planting

RPC

Plant wildflowers in grasslands and
on road verges

RPC
BRCC

Resourcing
[3]

Timescale Next Steps
[4]
Long

Low
Medium
Govt
incentives?
ES

Medium
Long

Local volunteers involved?
Contact landowner
Possible betterment from EWRCo if
Alignment 1 is chosen.

Low
Medium

Short
Medium

RPC + BRCC commence discussion with
LO and NE, also Tree Register re
veteran fruit trees.
Use existing ancient woodland and SSSI
designations. Support Management
Plan.

BRCC
LO
Woodland Trust
Mulberry Homes
School

Low
Medium
or High
depending
on extent

Short
Medium

Support from Woodland Trust?
Possible betterment from EWRCo.
Gov incentives, charitable trusts?

BBC
BRCC
Mulberry Homes

Low

Short
Medium

Requires volunteers
Grants available
Agree locations, planting plan and
management policy.

18

19

20

and Footpaths Officer
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Appendix 1
Extract from Bedford Green Infrastructure Plan 2009
4.6 Bedford northern fringes
The rolling northern fringes of the town contain a number of green infrastructure assets
including Bedford Park and, further north, Renhold Brook, Renhold Wood, Clapham Park
Wood, Mowsbury Park, Putnoe Wood and historic parkland at Howbury Park. Some of these
woodlands are ancient, and contain archaeological earthworks, as does Howbury Park.
This network of existing assets means that there is an opportunity to create a green wooded
edge to the town, and to create a “linear‟ park, providing informal recreation, a buffer
between the urban and rural areas, and protect the visual quality of the rising land to the
north of the town. The area also provides an
important opportunity to establish new habitats and routes for wildlife. This “linear park‟
concept would provide a green infrastructure corridor around the northern fringes of Bedford,
and has been identified as an ambition for the town since the 2002 Local Plan for Bedford
Borough.
Opportunities include;
 Delivering the north west section of the Bedford Green Wheel project to create a green
access route around and into the town
 Creating new accessible woodland linking Clapham Park Wood, Mowsbury Park, Putnoe
Wood and Renhold Brook.
 Integrating the management and development of publicly accessible natural greenspaces
between Parkwood Local Nature Reserve and Putnoe Wood to create a green arc to the
north and west of Bedford.
 Conserving existing historic parkland and improving interpretation, particularly around
Renhold, Clapham Park Wood and Howbury Park.
 Enhancing the existing public open spaces, and improving the interpretation of historic
environment features such as the hillfort and moat on Mowsbury Hill, a scheduled
monument.
 Creating walking, cycling and horse riding routes linking villages to the north of Bedford
with the northern section of the Bedford Green Wheel.
 Managing and enhancing ancient woodlands and hedgerows, and linking habitats through
adjacent green spaces associated with schools and sports fields.

Extract from Bedford Green Infrastructure Plan 2009
Figure 12 – Bedford Northern Fringes network area

Appendix 2

Proposed

Local Green Space
Designations for Ravensden

This report is an assessment of sites identified, by the local community, in the
Ravensden Green Infrastructure Plan to be considered for
Local Green Space Designation within the Ravensden Neighbourhood Plan

March 2021

RAVENSDEN NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN – LGS ASSESSMENT

Stage 1 Assessment
The stage 1 assessment is designed to filter out which sites - proposed for LGS Designation
by the 2021 Ravensden Green Infrastructure Plan - do not meet the basic NPPF LGS
eligibility criteria. Sites which have current planning permission, or have been allocated for
development, or have an existing designation giving the same level of protection as a LGS
designation, do not meet the criteria and are not carried forward to the stage 2 assessment.

Site name and reference
number

Current Planning
Permission?

Allocated for
Development?

Already
Designated?

Pass to
Stage 2?

Charity Field

N

N

Village Open
Space

Y

Churchyard, Church of All
Saints

N

N

Curtilage of
Grade 1 Listed
Building

Y

Great & Little Woods

N

N

CWS

N [1]

Green Lane

N

N

N

Y

Mowsbury Hillfort, Orchard
& Meadow

N

N

Scheduled
Monument,
LNR, CWS

Y

Northfields

N

N

Village Open
Space

Y

Ravensden Primary School
Playing Field

N

N

N

Y

Tilwick Wood & Meadow

N

Local Plan
LGS, Pending
N

SSSI

N [2]

[1] While this would normally pass to Stage 2, it is known that at over 1km distance from the
community, it cannot be considered as ‘local’ and does therefore not meet the criteria. It
was agreed to not spend time on the detailed stage 2 site assessment for a site that is
known to not meet the criteria.
[2] With SSSI status (giving a greater level of protection that LGS designation) and at over
1km from the community, it was agreed to not spend time on the detailed stage 2 site
assessment for a site that is known to not meet the criteria.

Possible LGS’s – to undergo stage 2 assessment

See individual site assessments for detailed locations/ boundaries.

Stage 2 Assessment – Overall Summary

Site

Not Extensive

Close
Proximity

Demonstrably Special/
Locally Significant

Recommend for
Designation?

Charity Field

Y

Y

Y

Y

Churchyard, Church
of All Saints

Y

Y

Y

Y

Green Lane

Y

Y

Y

Y

Mowsbury Hillfort,
Orchard & Meadow

Y

Y

Y

Y

Northfields

Y

Y

Y

Y

Ravensden Primary
School Playing Field

Y

Y

Y

Y

Stage 2 Assessment – Individual Site Assessments

The Stage 2 assessment assesses whether the proposed LGS meets the following criteria as set out by
the Government’s National Planning Policy Framework, paragraph 100:
1. The space is not an extensive tract of land and is local in character
2. The space is within close proximity of the community it serves
3. The space is demonstrably special to the local community and holds particular local significance.
The 3rd of these criteria is sub-divided into:
a. The proposed space is of particular local significance because of its beauty
b. The proposed space is of particular local historic significance
c. The proposed space is of particular local significance because of its recreational value
d. The proposed space is of particular local significance because of its tranquillity
e. The proposed space is of particular local significance because of its wildlife
f.

The proposed space is of particular local significance for another reason

To meet the Stage 2 assessment criteria, a space has to fulfil criteria 1 and 2; and at least 1 a-f
component of criteria 3.

Site Name

Charity Field

Site Map

Not to scale
Site Area

0.87 ha

Site Location

This site is located immediately west of Church End, opposite
Vicarage Close and 250m north of the Church of All Saints. It is at the
centre of the largest End within the parish.

Site Description

The site is an undulating field currently used for horse grazing. It is
surrounded by mature hedges with some trees and areas of scrub.
The site forms a pastoral foreground in views of cottages and the
Church as seen from Footpath 2 to the west.

Beauty
With its undulating grassland and mature hedges, the field has a
pastoral beauty. Views from the site of the rolling farmland to the west
and north, with the locally valued landmark of the water tower, add to
this sense of beauty.

Historical Significance
Fields making up the Charity Field are shown on the 1885 OS map
and the site lies within an “Archaeological Notification Area”. The field
is located within an area identified as the medieval village centre at
Church End. There is evidence of Ridge and Furrow on some of the
site.

Tranquillity
Although in the heart of the village, the site has a tranquil nature, with
no major noise source nearby. The open views of countryside to the
west and north enhance the sense of tranquillity.

Recreational Value
The site currently has no public access/ recreational activity as it is
rented to individuals for horse grazing.

Wildlife
The permanent grassland and hedgerows are likely to support
biodiversity including bats, invertebrates and birdlife. The area is
known to support barn and tawny owls. There are hedgerow links to
an area of woodland to the west.

Significant for another reason
In the 2020/21 consultation activities for the Ravensden Green
Infrastructure Plan, this site was identified by local residents in the top
3 most valued open spaces in the parish.
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Site Name

Churchyard, Church of All Saints

Site Map

Not to scale
Site Area

0.27 ha

Site Location

The churchyard is at the heart of the village at Church End.
The churchyard frontage is on Church Hill. It is bordered on two sides
by residential properties and by the Horse and Jockey Public House to
the north.

Site Description

The site is a typical churchyard, surrounding the church. Gravestones
are present throughout the site, with the grass between them regularly
mown. The site is enclosed by hedges with a number of mature trees.
It borders residential properties on three sides and Church End on the
fourth.

Beauty
The church and churchyard, with the backdrop of mature trees present
a beautiful and archetypal English village scene.

Historical Significance
The first record of a church dates from 1166 although archaeology
suggests this was pre-dated by a small Saxon church on the same
site. The church became a Grade 1 listed building in 1964.
The lime trees were planted to commemorate the Queen’s Silver
Jubilee in 1977.

Tranquillity
Although in the heart of the village, the site has a tranquil nature, with

no major noise source nearby. The historic grave stones and mature
trees give a comforting sense of history and peace.

Recreational Value
The site is publicly accessible and used for quiet remembrance and
reflection. It is highly valued and is well maintained and regularly
visited by families who tend the graves of loved ones.

Wildlife
The site features mature trees, permanent grassland and a variety of
grave stones of particular interest to lichens. The careful management
of the site has perhaps somewhat reduced its wildlife value but it is still
likely to provide opportunities for a wide range of wildlife.

Significant for another reason
In the 2020/21 consultation activities for the Ravensden Green
Infrastructure Plan, this site was identified by local residents as the 2nd
most valued open space in the parish.
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Site Name

Green Lane

Site Map

Not to scale
Site Area

2.06 ha

Site Location

This site links the northern end of Church End to Sunderland Hill. Its
eastern end is adjacent to residential properties in Church End.

Site Description

The site is a grassland corridor, bordered by ditches and mature
hedgerows with occasional trees. Although linear in nature, its width –
up to 20m – make it more than a simple access route.

Beauty
While the site itself is not especially beautiful, it provides access
through, and views of, the beautiful undulating countryside of the
parish.

Historical Significance
An ancient trackway and Roman Road which continues as bridleways
to the east and west. It passes through the site thought to be a
deserted medieval village.
The lane was used to drive cattle through Ravensden to the Kimbolton
Road and hence to market and also formed the carriageway to the
original location of Ravensden Grange.

Tranquillity
While none of the site is noisy, the central portion of the site is in open
countryside and hundreds of metres away from any roads/ regular
sources of noise.

Recreational Value
The site is a Public Byway, and is closed to motor vehicles from
October to March to avoid surface damage. It is a very popular route
for walking and horse riding.

Wildlife
This represents a linear green corridor cutting a swath through
agricultural land and linking other areas of hedgerow and grass
margins. The twinned hedgerows, permanent grassland and
occasional mature trees provide numerous opportunities for wildlife.
The lane is most floristically rich at the western end, with flora
including ladies bedstraw, St John’s wort, knapweed and cowslips.
The hedgerows support yellowhammers and the lane provides a
notable foraging area for bats and badgers.
Significant for another reason
n/a
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Site Name

Mowsbury Hillfort. Orchard & Meadow

Site Map

Site Area

4.92ha

Site Location

This site is to the south of the parish, east of Cleat Hill and is
surrounded on three sides by Mowsbury Golf Course.
While this site is not especially close to the main Ends of the parish, it
is within 300-500m of the residential properties on, and off, Cleat Hill.

Site Description

This hilltop site is dominated by woodland and grassland and features
many ancient earthworks. The site offers great views of Bedford to the
south and panoramic views of the open countryside to the north,
across the valley of Ravensden Brook, to many landmarks such as the
Church, Grange, woodland and the Water tower, underlying its
strategic position.

Beauty
Many features of this site are attractive in their own right; and together
they form a truly beautiful site.

Historical Significance
This site was first occupied in the early Iron Age. In the Middle Ages
the hillfort was modified and a medieval moated house was
constructed within the earlier earthworks. It is considered to be the
best preserved hillfort of its type in Bedfordshire.
Local varieties of Laxton apples have been planted to restore a
traditional orchard which was planted in the 1920’s.

Tranquillity
Set away from any roads or other sources of noise, this is a very
tranquil site, where nature and history provide a highly peaceful
atmosphere.

Recreational Value
The site is accessible to the public and is very popular for quiet
recreation.
A local group of volunteers – The Friends of Putnoe Woods and
Mowsbury Hillfort – support Bedford Borough Council, the site owner,
in managing the site.
Public footpaths on the boundaries connect the Hillfort to Graze Hill
and to the wider countryside to the north (e.g. Footpath 25 to Oldways
Road being particularly important).
Wildlife
The hillfort is a County Wildlife Site and contains a range of habitats
including grassland, woodland, orchard, scrub and ephemeral ponds.
The grassland contains many wild herbs and flowers, including bee
orchids; and many species of butterfly, birds and mammals are
present.

Significant for another reason
In the 2020/21 consultation activities for the Ravensden Green
Infrastructure Plan, this was site was identified by local residents as
the most valued open space in the parish.
Site Photos
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Site Name

Northfields

Site Map

Not to scale
Site Area

0.33 ha

Site Location

The site is located adjacent to the road at the northern end of Church
End.

Site Description

This is a small area of woodland, predominantly ash, with some understorey species including elder and blackthorn. It forms part of the
setting for Northfields, a historic property which was once the principle
farmhouse in this part of Church End.
The site is an important gateway feature at the northern end of Church
End and is a focal point in views from the Green Lane.

Beauty
This site has an inherent beauty due to its mature trees. This beauty
changes through the seasons.

Historical Significance
The majority of the site is shown wooded on the 1885 edition of the
OS Map. It is within an Archaeological Notification Area. It was once
part used for cottages, though these have since been removed.
The site connects with as area of ridge and furrow.

Tranquillity
Although adjacent to the road which leads into and out of the village,
the road is not heavily used and the site acts as a quiet and green

gateway to the village. Birdsong is often the dominant sound.

Recreational Value
None

Wildlife
This is a valuable site for bats, a roosting site for tawny owls, and a
feeding site for badgers – there is a sett nearby. There are also newts
from a pond at Northfield, and hedgehogs. The varied ground flora
including primroses and bluebells, and there are links to semi-natural
grassland and the Green Lane.

Significant for another reason
The site is designated as a Village Open Space in the Bedford
Borough Local Plan 2030 (Policies Map inset 25)
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Site Name

Ravensden Primary School Playing Field

Site Map

Not to scale
Site Area

0.78 ha

Site Location

This site is located east of Church End, north of Vicarage Close and
500m north of the Church of All Saints. It is central within the largest
End within the parish.

Site Description

The site is a typical school playing field, predominantly of mown grass,
with a spinney bordering its northern end and an orchard near the
entrance to the site, in the south west corner. The site is surrounded
to the south and east by mature hedgerows.

Beauty
Surrounded by mature hedgerows and including areas of tree planting
and wildflowers, the site is more attractive than most playing fields.

Historical Significance
The site displays relic ridge and furrow, and contains a small woodland
planted to celebrate the Millennium.

Tranquillity
The site has no road frontage and is bordered by gardens and
farmland, giving it a sense of tranquillity.

Recreational Value

This site is the only publicly accessible open space within the village.
In addition to its use by the school, it is used for informal recreation by
local families and for community events such as the fete.
The Public Footpath which provides access through the site to the
wider path network to the east is heavily used.

Wildlife
Environmental enhancement has increased biodiversity – with a small
woodland, meadow and orchard. Hedges have been planted up.
Enhancement has been undertaken by a succession of school
children. The site is important for bats, owls, woodpeckers, and grass
snakes have been seen. The meadow contains plants such as cuckoo
flower and cowslip, surviving from former agricultural land use.
Significant for another reason
Ref proposed LGS designation in Bedford Borough Local Plan 2030
(LGS 45, Policies Map inset 25) and gives statement as to why also
seeking designation through the NP
In the 2020/21 consultation activities for the Ravensden Green
Infrastructure Plan, this was site was identified by local residents as
one of the most valued open spaces in the parish.
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Final Proposed Local Green Space Designations

Sites assessed and proposed for LGS Designation within the Ravensden Neighbourhood Plan
Charity Field
Churchyard, Church of All Saints
Green Lane
Mowsbury Hillfort, Orchard & Meadow
Northfields
Ravensden Primary School Playing Field
Sites assessed and considered to not meet LGS criteria
Great & Little Woods
Tilwick Wood & Meadow

The above proposed LGS sites are shown on the following map:

This assessment has been undertaken by Cliff Andrews, BRCC’s Deputy Chief Executive and Mike
Fayers, BRCC’s Community & Environment Officer; with support from Richard Lawrence, BRCC
Ecologist.
Site visits were undertaken during March 2021.
Cliff Andrews
BedsRCC Deputy Chief Exec.

March 2021

